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Abstract 
Let R = K[X,,X,,..., X,], where K is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0 and 
consider the reduced, affine hypersurface algebra with an isolated singularity A = R/(F), where 
FEKIX1,Xz,..., XN]. For such algebras A the torsion (sub) modules of (Kaehler) differentials 
T(@J;;‘) and BzlK are finite dimensional. Unlike in the case of a quasi-homogeneous hypersur- 
face T(Qz;i) is not always cyclic even if some permutation of aFlax,, . .. ,aF/ax, is an 
R-sequence. The main result of this paper proves that for reduced hypersurfaces with only 
isolated singularities dim, T(QA,, N- ‘) = dim, Qz,,. We give an example of a reduced plane curve 
with a single isolated singularity at the origin such that the partial derivatives of F do not form 
an R-sequence. 
0. Introduction 
In this paper we deal with torsion of differentials for affine isolated hyper- 
surface singularities thus extending results of my paper in [8] and previous results 
of [3] in the local analytic quasi-homogeneous case and of [2] for the homo- 
geneous case. Again in the local analytic context the torsion of QiiK for plane 
curves was already considered in [l]. Throughout the paper K is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic zero. (The assumption that K is algebraically closed 
is necessary for Lemma 4 to hold. However, Theorem 2 is valid for any field of 
characteristic zero.) Let R = K [X1, XZ, . . . , XN] and A = R/(F), where F is a 
reduced polynomial such that A has only isolated singularities. We write T(Qb,,) 
for the torsion submodule of 0 i AIK and J for the Jacobian ideal (~F/c?X~, .. . , aF/aX,). 
Recall that a reduced hypersurface A has an isolated singularity at P E Spec(A) if there 
exists an element s E A - P such that Sing(&) = {Ps}. If A defined by a reduced 
polynomial F has only isolated singularities then ht(F, aF/aX1, . . . , aF/aXN) = N. It 
then follows that dimKQz,K < co. 
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Proposition 1 (see Lcbelt [S]). For A a reduced afine hypersurface with only isolated 
singularities: 
T(S;Z&)=O fori#N-1,N. 
We prove: 
Theorem 2. Let F E KIXI,Xz, . . . ,X,] be a reduced polynomial defining an afine 
hypersurface with only isolated singularities. Let 
~=(J:F)= {QER: FQEJ). 
Then we have an isomorphism of A-modules: q : T (s2zJiKi) + Z/J. 
We also have the following result for the dimension of T(Q!;k), where A is 
a reduced hypersurface with only isolated singularities. 
Theorem 3. Let A be a hypersurface algebra with only isolated singularities deJned by 
a reduced polynomial F then we have 
dim, T(sZzTK1) = dimK R!,, . 
We give an example of a plane curve such that the torsion module T(I;2zyK1) is not 
cyclic. 
We also show that for isolated singularities defined by a reduced polynomial 
F aFfaxl, . . . , aF/aXN is not always an R sequence. For the reduced plane curves with 
a single isolated singularity at the origin defined by the polynomial 
F = (c + X)‘Y*/2 + cX*/2 + X3/3, 
where c # 0, the partial derivatives dF/aX, aF/dY do not form an R-sequence. 
1. Torsion modules and isolated singularities 
Let K, A,R, F be as defined in the introduction. We have (see [9]) canonical 
projections: 71i : SzkjK H i2gily, such that Ker(ni) = FOL,K + sZi;i A dF. Let 
W = Cuidxl A ... A dx^i A ... A dXN E T(Q~;,), 
with ui E A and let 
W=CUidX, A ... AdZiA ... AdX,E~,‘l(w) 
be an inverse image of w in 12:;~~. 
Using the identification Ker(6,_1) = T(@&‘) in [6], where f&-1 : f2$k H 
A 0 a,“,, is given by 
1 
WH-@~WA~F forWE7c;!1, 
(N - i)! 
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we get 
w ++&~RC(-l)N-it’Ui~dXI A ..’ AdX,=O. 
I 
Hence there must exist a polynomial P E R such that 
(*) c(-l)i+lug = PF. 
I 
Proof of Theorem 2. Clearly J c 1. Let w E T(SZ:;K’). Define q: T(SZz;,‘) HZ/J by: 
w HP + J, where P is the polynomial found in ( * ). To check that 9 is well defined, 
recall that ker(n,_ 1) = FSZ,,, N-1) + 52:,$ A dF. Therefore any other element in 
rci! 1(w), is of the form: 
W’ = W + FW, + W2 A dF, 
where WI E O,“7-,1 and W, E Q&2. Since a&i A dF = Jai,, we have 
FW1 A dF = QdXl A ... A dX,, for some polynomial Q E J. It follows that 
W’AdF= W AdF+FW, AdF=(PF+Q)dX, AdX,A ... AdX,, 
where Q is as above. So we get a well-defined map q : T(sLiyK1) H I/J. It is easy to see 
that q is A-linear. To see that q is also surjective, take any element P E I with reduction 
P + J. Let 
be the equation satisfied by P. Then w = Ciurdxl A ... A d% A ..a A dXN, where 
ur = Ur + (F) is an element in T(SLN-’ A,K) such that q(w) = P. This shows that 9 is 
surjective. 
To see that q is injective we note that T(G$;,‘) is only supported on the singular 
LOCUS ing(A). Let w = C,uidx, A ... A d$i A ... A dxN be any element in Ker(q) 
and let W = xi Ll,dXl A .e. A d~i A ... A dXN E ai;K’ be any inverse image of 
w under the map zN_ 1 : Q&i1 F+ Q&’ Then 
WAdF=PFdXIA .‘. AdX, 
and P E J. Write P = I:= 1 Ci iTF/aX, and let 
WI = t (-l)N-lCidX1 A ... A d~i A .‘. A dXN. 
i=l 
Then W - FW1 is another lift of w and we have: (W - F W,) A dF = 0. To ease 
notation assume that W was already chosen such that W A dF = 0. Hence if M is any 
(maximal) ideal of R such that M + (F) = m is one of the maximal ideals in Sing(A) we 
have W, A dF = 0 in OiJKM. Here RM and Szi,,, denote the localizations of R and 
Bi,, at the maximal ideal M, respectively. I claim that in R,(aF/aX,, . . . , aFlaX,), 
is a RM-sequence. We need the following lemma. 
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Lemma 4. Write J = P n Q, where P is the intersection of all primary components of 
J of height < N and Q is the intersection of all primary components of J of height = N. 
Then 
(F,P) = R. 
Proof. For J = @F/8X1,. . . , BF/aX,) as above, let S be the indexing set for the 
primary components of height < N. Write P = n iss Pi’s are the primary components 
of J of height <N. Let I’i be the prime corresponding to the primary component Pi. 
The differential dF = C(aF/aXi)dXi vanishes identically on R/J and hence also on 
R/Pi and R/pi, a domain. Using the fact that H&(R/Pi) = K, for an algebraically 
closed field K of characteristic zero, we see that F is constant on R/Fi. This constant 
cannot be zero because A has only isolated singularities, so (F, pii> = R. From the 
binomial theorem it then follows that also (F, Pi) = R and hence 
(F, P) = n(F, Pi) = R. Since this holds for all Pi we get: (F, P) = R. 0 
From the lemma we see that JM = n QiM and ht(aF/aX,, . . . , aF/aX,), = N. Since 
RM is a (local) CM ring it follows that (aF/aX1, . . . , aF/BX,), is an RM-sequence. 
Hence the following Koszul complex [7] p. 128 is exact: 
A(-dF) 
. . . + RM OR Q&y2 - RM @R @;K1 /\dF R,@Rfi&,-F-O. 
M 
The Koszul map is given by 
I@sdXr A *** A d$ A ... AdX~-(-I)N-i@R~dX, A ..* A dX,. 
I 
Hence we get 
WM = Wz A dF for some W2 E RM @R Qi,<2. 
So we have W, E Ker(rcN_&, hence w, = 0. So we have seen q is injective on 
T(SZ;;,‘),. Since this argument holds for all maximal ideals m E Sing(A) with corres- 
ponding lifts M E R, we have shown that r] is injective. 
2. Applications and examples 
Next we prove Theorem 3 which computes dim, T(O~,>‘): 
Proof of theorem 3. First note that since T(S1 AN;-) is supported on Sing(A), we have 
that T(SZ~;~) is a finite-dimensional K vector space. We also have that 
fZN a,K ‘v R/(F, J), where J denotes the Jacobian ideal. Let f = F + J, then we can give 
a new description of I/J as 
I/J = Ann,,,(f) = {x E R/J: xf = O}. 
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Now consider the exact sequence: 
O+Ann(f)+RIJsRIJ+R/(F,J)-tO. 
Note that R/J is not necessarily finite dimensional. 
Again write J = P n Q where P is the intersection of all primary components of J of 
height <N and Q is the intersection of all primary components of J of height = N. 
We consider the following diagram: 
0 0 
I I 
0 -I/J----- RIJ 
XF 
* RIJ - RI(F, J)-0 
I I I I 
0-([-R/PlR/Q (xF9:; .,“I,“-(r-0 
o- (3) --RIV',Q) cWV',Q) -(4)-O 
By the snake-lemma the following sequence is exact: 
O- I/J- (l)- (3)- RI(F,J)+ (2)~ (4)~ 0. 
From lemma 4, it is immediate that (P: F) = P, so multiplication by F is an 
isomorphism on R/P. Since dimK R/Q < co we have that dimx Ker(R/Q 4 R/Q) = 
dimK Coker(R/Q 2 R/Q). Hence we see that: dim,(l) = dimg(2). Moreover, 
Coker(R/Q % R/Q) = R/(F, Q). Since (F, P) = R, multiplication by F is an isomor- 
phism on R/(P,Q). It follows that (3) = (4) = 0. Hence 
dimK Z/J = dim,(l) = dimK(2) = dim, R/(F, J) , 
We know from Theorem 2 that q : T (Q f&l) H I/J is an isomorphism of A-modules, 
so 
dimK T(SZ2yxi) = dim, I/J = dim, R/(F, J) = dim,SZziII. 
Recall that a polynomial F is quasi-homogeneous of degree n with weights Ai if it 
satisfies: 
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If F is a quasi-homogeneous polynomial with an isolated singularity it is known that 
aFjaxl, . . . . aF/aX, is an R-sequence and F E (aF/aX,, . . . , aFlaX,). By Theorem 2 
A 
T(S12Ti) z (aFjaxl, . . . , afyaXN) ’ 
Hence T&$7;) is cyclic as an A-module and (cf. [4], p.2001): 
KIXlyX*,...yXjV] ’ ll-li 
dimx (aF/axl, . . ., aF/ax,) = i= 1 n( ) 7 * 
In [8, theorem 21 it is shown that for quasi-homogeneous, reduced polynomials 
F we have that T(S2:;;) is cyclic on generator: 
W = I(-l)‘+‘(Ai/n)Xidxl A ... A dx^i A ..’ A dXN, 
where the li’S are the weights of the Xi’S. However for general F the torsion submodule 
T(OiiK) of QfijK need no longer be cyclic as we show in the following example. 
Example 1. This is an example of a non-quasi-homogeneous reduced curve with an 
isolated singularity such that the torsion module T(SZi,,) is not cyclic. 
Let F: X3Y2 + Y5 + X7 = 0 be the equation defining a singular plane curve with 
a single isolated singularity at the origin. Moreover aF/aX, aF/aY is an R-sequence, 
so by Theorem 2 it suffices to show that I/J is not a principal ideal. Using our 
equation ( *) we found two polynomials P1 = 2X3 + 5Y3 and Pz = 3Y2 + 7X4 in I. 
F = 6/35X3Yz modulo the Jacobian ideal J. Now suppose that I/J were a principal 
ideal and generated by Q, say. Then 
aF aF 
QX3Y2 =S3=+ R3E. 
Comparing the right- and left-hand side of that equation we see that Y divides S3 and 
X divides R3, so Q does have zero constant term. Moreover, since P1 + J, 
P2 + J E Z/J we have that there are polynomials Rip Si, Ti for i = 1,2, such that 
aF aF 
PI=QTI +SIE+~3E, 
Pz=QTz+S~~+R~$< 
Hence we get noting that aF/X = P2X2 and aF/aY = PI Y, we get 
(**) P2[(1 - S,X’)(l - RIY) - RzS1YX2] = Q[T,(l - R,Y) + R,T,Y]. 
Since Q has zero constant erm, so at least one of its irreducible factors Qa say has zero 
constant term. From (w) we see that Qa must divide P2. Now over the algebraic 
closure of K we can factor Pz into two linear factors in Y: 
Pz=7(X2-j(-3/7)Y)(X2+J(-33/7)Y). 
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Similarly, we have 
P,[(l - RlY)(l - &X2) - X2YS1R2] = Q[T,(l - S2X2) + SJ2X2]. 
So if K is algebraically closed then up to multiplication by a constant we get: 
Qa = P2 or Qa = (X2 - ,,/( -3/7) Y) or Qa = (X2 + ,/( -3/7)Y). Qa must also divide 
PI. Now over the algebraic closure of K we can factor PI as 
PI = 2(X + (5/2)“3Y)(X + (5/2)1’30Y)(X + (5/2)“3O”Y), 
where o is a primitive cube root of unity. Since PI and P2 have no common irreducible 
factors, no such Qa can exist. This shows that I/J is not principal and hence T(SZiiK) is 
not cyclic as an A-module. Szi,, is clearly cyclic as an A-module, so there cannot be an 
A-module isomorphism 
By Theorem 3 however we have: dim, T($2iiK) = dim, Sz:,, = 16, so the two mod- 
ules are isomorphic as K-vectorspaces. It can be shown that the ideal I is generated by 
PI = XY2 - (6/35)Y and P2 = Y4 + (12/175)X2. 
Example 2. Now we give an example of a family of plane curves with a single isolated 
singularity at the origin such that the partial derivatives BF/aX, aF/aYdo not form 
an R-sequence. 
There is a family of curves of degree 5 in X such that the general member (c # 0) is 
reduced: 
F = (c + x)2Y2 I cx2 I x3 
2 2 3’ 
However, 8F/BX = (C + X)(X + Y2) and dF/aY = (C + X)2Y. So BF/dX, BF/i?Y is 
not an R-sequence. A generator for the torsion module T(SZi,,) is 
w = y(x2 + 3cx + 3~‘) dx - x(x + c)(2x + 3c) dy . 
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